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Abstract 
We prove that given n unit vectors (ai):=, in a complex Hilbert space there exists a 
unit vector x such that 
This answers a question about the best constant in an inequality for polynomials in 
several variables. The proof depends on a relation between gaussian variables and 
permanents. 0 1998 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
In 1962 Marcus and Mint ([l], p. 513) prove that given n unit vectors (a,);=, 
in a Hilbert space there exists a unit vector x such that 
I(x,ai) ... (x,a,)l 2 n-“. 
Recently Benitez, Sarantopoulos and Tonge in [2] ask if given n unit vectors 
(ai);=, in a real Hilbert space there exists an unit vector x such that 
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I(x,al)...(x,a,)( >d2. (1) 
and assert that this is true for n = 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
With more generality in 123 the authors define for every real or complex 
Banach space X 
K(n,X) = inf{M > 0: jlalII ... Ijan 
<A4 sup Ial(x .a,(x)I for all aj E X’} 
XCBX 
and prove that K(n, E) < n” for every complex Banach space E, and that this is 
the best uniform bound for K(n,E). For real Banach spaces F, they obtain 
K(n, F) < n2”/n! and ask if this bound can be reduced to n”. (They assert that 
this assertion is true for n = 1,2, 3 and 4.) This bound would follow easily from 
Eq. (1). 
In this paper we prove Eq. (1) but in the case of a complex Hilbert space. 
For a real Hilbert space we obtain only the lower bound (4n)-““. This result 
allows us to deduce K(n, F) < (2n)” for every real Banach space F, and to derive 
independently of [2] that K(n, E) < n” for every complex Banach space E. 
Observe that nd2 is the best possible constant in Eq. (l), because if (aj) is 
an orthonormal system we have 
sup 1 (x, al) . . . (x, a,) I = nP/’ 
lla=l 
(2) 
in both the real and complex cases. Our proof does not allow us to prove that 
this is the only case where Eq. (2) holds. 
A probabilistic proof is not possible. In fact, if (aj)y=i is an orthonormal 
system the set of x satisfying Eq. (1) is finite in the real case and has measure 
zero in the complex case. Therefore we cannot prove that 
p ( fiI(X,aj)l 2 nP/’ > 0. j=l ) 
Furthermore our proof is purely existential. It appears that it is a real problem 
to find an efficient algorithm to produce the point x in our Theorem 4. 
In the complex case the proof of Eq. (1) is easy provided one has the ap- 
propriate ingredients: complex gaussian variables, permanents and Lieb’s 
theorem. 
We denote by yn the canonical gaussian measure on C”, that is, the measure 
with density function (2n)-” exp (-(1x1’ + ]r]‘)/2), where Ix] is the euclidean 
norm. We shall say that a linear form Z : @” -+ C is a complex gaussian 
variable. 
If A = (ajk) is an n x n matrix the permanent of A is defined as 
per(A) = ~~~4p2g~2~ . . . an+). 
aa. 
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where 6, denotes the set of permutations of the first n natural numbers. 
We use very few properties of the permanent. More information can be 
obtained in the book by Mint [3], which presents a proof of the following 
theorem of Lieb [4] (see also [5]). 
Theorem 1 (Lieb). Let A = (aij) be a positive semidejnite hermitian n x n matrix, 
and let 
A= 
whereBispxpandDis(n-p)x(n-p),then 
per(A) 2 per(B)p 
A key to the proof of Eq. (1) in the complex case is Theorem 2 where we 
relate complex gaussian variables and the concept of permanent. Oddly enough 
this was the last ingredient that I added to the cooking. I had been writing a lot 
about Lieb’s theorem before I arrived to the formulation of Theorem 2. 
We need some notation. Let p = (PI,. . . ,pn) an n-tuple of nonnegative in- 
tegers. We denote the degree of p by lpj = p1 + . . . + pn, and the product of 
factorials pl!p2! . . .pn! by p!. 
If p is an n-tuple we denote by r” the monomial ,$ . . .e of degree IpI. 
Also if X is a Banach space we denote by Bx the unit ball of this space. 
2. An inequality for complex Gaussian variables 
Proposition 1. Denote by Xj : @” --+ C the coordinate functions X,(z) = zj. The 
monomials (Xq) (q E N”)f orm an orthogonal system in Y2(yn). 
Proof. Since Xi,. . . ,X, are independent random variables, we only need to 
prove that (X&N are orthogonal system. If m > K we have 
lE(X;“z) = /z”? dy, (z) = k/(2 + y’)“(x + iy)h e-(‘+y2)/2 dx dy, 
c Iw2 
where h = m - k > 0. Changing to polar coordinates 
+m 2n 
+q =&J J ,2k+h+l e @ e-$/2 &I &. = 0. 0 0 0 
Remark. If m = k we obtain 
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The cornerstone of the proof is the following relation between complex 
gaussian variables and the permanent. 
Theorem 2. Let (aj&=, and (bj& be vectors in Cd. Then 
s hz)(zA) ... h,z)(z,b,) dyd(z) = 2” per((aj,h)). 
@d 
Proof. Each member in equality Eq. (3) is linear in the variables al, . . . , a, and 
antilinear in the variables bl, . . . , b,. Therefore it is sufficient to prove the 
equality when every vector aj and bk is a vector of the canonical basis (ek)R, of 
Cd. 
Assume that for every j, aj = e,u) and bj = e,G). If per ((aj, bk)) # 0 then 
there is a permutation Q E 6, such that IJ=, (aj, b,b,) # 0. This implies that 
aj = b,o for each j, so that the aj’s and the bk’s are some ordering of 
where p1 + . . . + pd = n. Hence, we obtain 
per((aj, h)) = per((q, ak)) = p! 
Now the integral in Eq. (3) is equal to the scalar product of two monomials, 
and we know that the monomials form an orthogonal system. Hence it follows 
that the integral is equal to 0 unless there is some 0 E 6, as before. Assuming 
that the vectors (aj) and (bj) are given as in (4), we have 
s (al,Z)(z,bl)~..(a,,z)(z,b,) dY&) 
Cd 
= Ie -~$‘1~ dYd(z) = 2”p!. 
s 
Cl 
Cd 
This relation gives us the following inequality. 
Theorem 3. Let (q)T=, be a complex Gaussian process, then 
(5) E IYP’... ( YF I’) 2 E(lYpl I’) ‘. . E(lYfq2). 
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Proof. We can assume that every 6 is a linear function on @” endowed with the 
canonical Gaussian measure y,,. Hence Yj(Z) = (z, aj), where (aj&i are vectors 
in C”. 
Letp= (pi,... , p,) and write m = IpI. Label the sequence 
p, linEa n t,ner pn ,irne3 
lal_- 7”‘) aira ,..., a2 ,..., na,‘, 
of elements of C” as bl , . . . , b,. 
Now, we have 
IE IYP’... ( yR12) = j(b,,+(bm: z)I'dy,(z) = 2” per((bj,bA). 
C” 
The matrix M = ((bj, bk)) is hermitian positive semidefinite, and hence we can 
apply Lieb’s theorem. In diagonal position A4 has square matrices ~~~j~~‘J,,,~ 
where Jk denotes the k x k matrix all of whose entries are equal to 1. Hence 
IE IYP’... ( YP I') = 2”Per((bj, bd) 
2 R-=( lh 1124,) . .. per( IM2J,) 
= 2”fillajll’“‘p,! 
j=l 
Also we know that 
E(Iqy’/2) = 2fiper(llajl12Jpj) = 2”‘~~aj~~2”‘pj! 
This proves the theorem. 0 
Theorem 4. Let (ai);=, be unit vectors in a complex Hilbert space H. There is a 
unit vector x E H such that 
1(x, aI) . . (x, an)1 2 nVnJ2. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that H = C”. Introduce the 
complex gaussian variables q(x) = (x, aj). Theorem 3 and the independence of 
the variables (xj)y=i, gives us that for every N E N 
E(IY1.. . ry) 2 E(IX, . . XI”), 
where (X,)J=i are the coordinate variables X,(x) = (x, ej). 
Since JYi ... Y, 12N and 1X, . . . X,,lw are both homogeneous of degree 2Nn, this 
reduces to 
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s IY, . . . YnlzN do=-’ (5) 2 / 1x1 4G]2N do2+l(5), s&I $-I 
where cr2n-1 denotes the uniform probability measure on S2n-1. 
Now lim,,, II . Ilp = II . IL Hence 
sup Ih(X)...rn(X)I ~~~~~,IX,(“)“‘X~(“)l x&2”- ” 
= sup{]z,. . .z,l: lzJ2+. . . + Iz,12= 1) = rz-n’2. 
Finally, the supremum of a continuous function on a compact space is a 
maximum. 0 
Proposition 5. Let (aj)J!=, be unit vectors in a real Hilbert space H. There is a unit 
vector x E H such that 
I(x,at)...(x,a,)l 2 (4n)- 42 . 
Proof. Since there is only a finite number of vectors aj we can assume that 
H = R”. We can consider R” c C” in the usual way. Then we know there is 
z = x + iy such that ]]x]]~ + ]]y]]2 = 1, and 
I(z, al) . . . (z, a,) I > n+j2, 
that is, 
fi((X, aj)' + (Y, aj)') 2 f”. 
j=l 
Now in R” there exists an orthogonal transformation 0 and real numbers 
c(, b E [0, l] such that Oaj = (uj, Vi,. . .) E R”, Ox = IIxII(fi, G,O, . . . ,O) 
and Oy = IIuII(JB, -m,O,. . . , 0). Therefore Eq. (6) is equivalent to 
fi{ (allxl12 + BllYl12)u: + ((1 - ~)11412 + (1 - P,IlYl12)v: 
j=l 
+ 2(dT311Xl12 - ~~llYI12)~i~j} 2 n-“. 
Choosing adequately 0 we can assume that 
ds-311xl12 = v?FRIYII’> 
and hence we obtain 
g{ (~llXl12 + PllYl12)$ + ((1 - 411412 + (1 - aNYl12)r’> 2 6”. 
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If 0 = ~llX112 + PllYl12, we can write this inequality as 
113 
j=l ’ 
Now, we have 
277 
& 1% J 
0 
fi(Uj COS t + Vj sin t) 
j=l 
dt 
= z&/ logluj COS t+vj sin tl dt 
0 
2n 
=~l~g(~~+v~)“~+$~ Jlog/cos(t+~~)~ dt 
j=l 0 
= log(;~(u;+v;)1~2). 
J=l 
Hence there exists to such that 
n 
n(Uj COS to + Vj sin to) 
j=l 
2 ;@h; + (1 - 0)v;)1’2 
J=l 
Hence the vector 5 = 0-l (cos to, sin to, 0,. . . ,O) is a unit vector such that 
l(La1)...(5,a,)l 3 (4n)- 4 . 0 
Proposition 6. Let F be a real Banach space. For every sequence (aj)yzl of vectors 
in F’, 
lla~ll~~~llanll <(2n)” sup lal(x)...a,(x)l. 
XEBF. 
Proof. It is easy to show that K(n, F) is equal to sup& K(n, F,) where the 
supremum is over the set of all n-dimensional subspaces F, of F. Also it is easy 
to prove, as in [2], that if F and G are isomorphic and d(F, G) denotes the 
Banach-Mazur distance, then 
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K(n, G) < d(F, G)“K(n,F). 
Let F, a subspace of F of dimension n. The well known theorem of John ([6], 
p. 16) gives d(F, f$) < Jii, where !; is the space R” endowed with the euclidean 
norm. 
Proposition 5 can be reformulated to say that K(n,H) < (4n)“” for every 
real Hilbert space. Therefore 
K(n, F,) 6 (&z)“K(n, 1;) < Z”‘2(4n)“‘2 = (2n)“. 0 
Remark. It is clear that the same procedure gives us that if (ai);=, is a sequence 
of vectors in the dual of a complex Banach space E, then 
llalll~~~llanll < ” y~la~(x)~~~an(~~l. 
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